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The Bond Portfolio— Municipal Securities and
Problems Involved in Unrealized Market Depreciation

Thank you, Mr. McLeod and conference participants.
Many aspects of the subject scheduled for this morning were 

covered yesterday by Me. McRae’s excellent discussion of bank investment 

policies and problems. In his remarks, you will recall, Mr. McRae 
furnished a background of the essential facts regarding bank investments, 

particularly the developments in the market over the past two or three 
years. Then he outlined some of the peculiar difficulties that confront 

banks in the management of their investments, including a few important 

features of the municipal portfolio. Finally, he suggested remedies for 

troublesome situations that certainly are worthy of our consideration.
To further complicate the task at hand, you will recall that t 

have endeavored to present what might be called standard comments on the 

municipal se&aent of bank investment at previous meetings of this group. 

But I am confident that your Supervising Examiner will not let you off 
easily. Even though the morning is rainy and the hour is early, he would 

not be willing to give you a recess for an hour.
As a consequence, I feel that it will be necessary for me to 

devote the next kO or JO minutes to a series of questions that touch upon 

various phases of the work you do in handling the municipal portfolio. TO 

the extent that my questions can be answered by reference to your own 

experience in the field, your answers will be helpful. So let’s turn then 

to a consideration of a series of questions pertaining particularly to the 

municipal segment of the bank investment portfolio. The first questions 

are more or less mechancial ones pertaining to the examination report.
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Since our topic is concerned with unrealized market depreciation, 

to begin with there is the obvious question: Xs there In fact depreciation 
in the municipal account? How the nature of municipal securities is such 
that the question isn't easy to answer because it leads directly into the 

field of pricing. Unfortunately satisfactory price data are not gathered 

and recorded for public view automatically by trading operations in the 

municipal bond market. Transactions are effected by private negotiations 
rather than at auction on an organised exchange.

Parenthetically, in this discussion of pricing, the description 
of the individual items in the investment portfolio has caused no end of 

trouble for bank examiners and analysts of securities. For example, not 
too long ago we were endeavoring to identify some securities which 

incidentally were in trouble. You can appreciate our predicament when we 
were called upon for help in pricing securities to discover that examiners 
working in the general area where these securities had been issued— at 

about the same time--used three different titles for identifying the 

identical obligations. The examination reports listing these securities 
were not prepared in your District, X should add.

How much detailed identification of bonds do you find in bank 

records? Surely the importance of a unique designation on each issue and 

the need for care in the use of identifying words is recognised. If you 

are reporting an obligation of a county, by all means see to it that the 

name of the county appears in the title. On the other hand, the title of 

an obligation issued by a municipality situated within a county should not 

start with a word suggesting that the issue pertains to the county. A few
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precautions along these lines would help arterially to improve the quality 

of portfolio lists in examination reports.
Many of the troubles in identifying securities correctly no doubt 

stem from the record-keeping within the bank under examination. When 
securities are purchased* clerks in investment houses use shorthand-like 

terms for identifying the issue. Essential words may be omitted because 
space on the sale invoice is very limited. With this document as the 

basis for the record* it is easy enough for the bank employees to 

abbreviate the title even more drastically. But when the name is 
transferred to an examination report schedule the situation becomes 
entirely different. Then it becomes extremely important to have adequate 

details for precise identification. This includes details as regards 

coupons as well as the actual maturity dates on individual blocks of 

securities so that carefhl analysis of the portfolio is possible.
Pricing of municipal portfolios becomes especially troublesome in 

times such as the present when the yield structure for investments is going 

through violent change. You will recall Mr* McRae’s chart yesterday 
shoving price data for a basic Federal issue over a period of a little more 

than a year. The fluctuation in prices for that issue was typical of the 

entire investment market. Such price movements present serious 

complications when you are endeavoring to evaluate the amount of 

depreciation in a portfolio composed of municipal securities.
Bow* what methods are available to you in pricing municipals?

The obvious one is to seek the informed Judgment of dealers. On msaerous 

occasions in the past we have talked about this method. In fact* it is
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doubtful that we could emphasize too strongly the importance of encouraging 

hanks to secure appraisals of their portfolios from dealers and 

correspondents* To he sure, there are weaknesses inherent in such a 
procedure* There is always the possibility that the dealer who sells 

securities to a bank will appraise his issues a little bit generously and 
maybe not be so generous If he sees blocks of securities that obviously 
were acquired from others* Nevertheless, 2 am inclined to believe that 

most reputable dealers will do a fairly good Job of appraising*

Furthermore, it is possible to build in some protection by encouraging the 

banks to obtain appraisals from more than one source and to obtain 

appraisals at regular intervals from different sources*
When dealer appraisals are not available It is always possible to 

build up price data by so-called inferential methods* That, you may 

recall, involves valuing on the basis of comparable Issues for which market 

prices are currently available* Obviously this procedure is very "iffy” 

and not too satisfactory* So it should be used, it seems to me, in the 
exceptional rather than in the ordinary circumstances*

The examiner does not always need to complete a detailed Job of 

pricing for his examination report. In each case he should ask this 

question: When is something less than the best good enough! This question 

leads to a further consideration of the place that municipal securities 
occupy in the asset structure of a bank* You will recall Mr* McRae*s 

observation yesterday that secondary reserves for banks should be composed 
almost entirely of Federal Issues - -municipal obligations would have little 

or no place in this category* That observation is certainly sound. If the
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practice were followed widely it would simplify municipal portfolio work 

and they would be rather limited in size--he suggested something like an 

amount equal to the capital accounts of the bank« However, the facts 

suggest that banks do otherwise. From time-to-time lists have been 
prepared shoving the names of banks with municipal portfolios in excess of 

total capital accounts. That list is long indeed and at present has a 

tendency to grow.
There would not be a market depreciation problem if the aunicipal 

holdings were viewed as an extension of the loan portfolio. In that event, 
assuming reasonably good credit quality and a proper maturity distribution, 

book values would be quite satisfactory as a basis for portfolio appraisal.
But as a practical matter municipals are treated in a great many 

banks as part of the secondary reserve. The presence of unrealized market 

depreciation becomes an important fact because the securities are relied 
upon in part at least to meet needs for cash. Then the question of credit 

quality is the first one to consider— are these securities good enough so 

that the credit risk can be ruled out? Secondly, there is the question of 
maturity distribution. So far as I know, equally spaced maturity over a 

rather short period provides the best solution to the problem of 
fluctuation in prices. If banks will confine their municipal investments 

to short maturities-»certainly within ten years— spaced equally over the 
period, there will be, as a result, dependable cash inflow. Thus, the 

portfolio can function rather effectually as a secondary reserve. If the 

quality of the portfolio is good and the maturity distribution appropriate, 
the question of unrealized market depreciation tends to become rather
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academic. Losses are suffered only when a bank Is obliged to sell bonds at 
prices below book values.

Pricing municipal securities in investment portfolios is beset 

with a variety of knotty problems that are quite difficult to solve. A new 
approach to the problem Is always encouraging, so you may be interested la 

tme now In the experimental stage that recently earn to my attention. Hot 
too long ago, X learned that the Standard & Poor's Service was working on a 
project, the object of which was to build up a method of pricing a large 

number of municipal Issues by what might be described as a combined 

empirical and statistical method. As a first step the people working on 

the project have made, so far as X can see, a diligent effort to isolate by 

means of statistical analysis the major facts bearing upon week-to-week 
changes in the price structure for municipal securities. Then they have 

endeavored to identify the basic investment characteristics of a large 

number of issues.

According to my information, Standard & Poor's now have assembled 

basic data for 12 or 13 thousand issues. By means of fairly elaborate 
statistical methods--and spot checking actual prices in the market— they 

soon should be able to furnish prices on almost a mass production basis.
So if the service is given a set of tabulating cards with issues properly 

coded the cards can be processed literally by pushing buttons. At the end 

of the operation prices for the individual issues will be multiplied 

mechanically to value the blocks of securities. Ideally a bank would sand 
a deck of cards— one card for each block of securities— to the service.

The cards would be placed in the processing machine and completed with the
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value of the holding recorded so that the cards could he used by the bank 
for accounting and statistical purposes.

This project for pricing municipals--if it turns out to be a 
success--would be a long step forward, Bit do not let your imagination run 
wild and suggest that bank examiners will become unnecessary if a little 
more data were placed on a few additional tabulating machine cards. It 

will not be possible to obtain an examination report all printed* cross
checked and balanced in good form by pushing a few buttons on the 

tabulating machine for a long time— if ever.

To sum up these comments on pricing* right now we are concerned 
with depreciation in the investment portfolio of banks* but for all we 

know, In another year or two the talk will be about the amount of 

appreciation. Be that as It may* price fluctuations have directed 

attention to the importance of arriving at satisfactory values for 
municipal securities. As yon know* banks have greatly increased ibis 
segment of their assets in the postwar period both for earning and 

secondary reserve purposes. Furthermore* investment decisions regarding 
their growing municipal portfolios frequently are colored by tax 

considerations that may be inconsistent with sound investment policy. 
Turning now to another topic* credit files of information 

regarding municipal securities deserve a few minutes of discussion. Tills 
is an old subject end X am sure one that many of us would like to forget. 

Nevertheless* concern with these files is important for anyone engaged in 
bank examining activities, First* let us face the question: Are files 

improving or are they sob improving? Bo you see files in banks where there
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were none a few years ago? So you see better files! What is happening, if 
anything?

Mr« Clark; X can tell you of my own experience, Mr. Hengren. X 
think in seme of the larger banks they have what we might consider adequate 
files, but generally in the smaller banks they are practically nonexistent.

Mr. Hengren: las anybody seen any good files in snail banks? 
Maybe that is the way to get at it. Have you seen any, Mr. Murphy?

Mr. Murphy: So, absolutely not.

Mr. Hengren: Just nothing happens. Bo you make some comments 

regarding municipal credit files on page 2 of the examination report or 
have you given up?

Mr. Murphys Generally the banks depend on their correspondents. 

Most of the small banks let their correspondents advise the®.

Mr. Hengrens Xt is a fact that correspondent banks have always 
been depended upon to some extent as a source of information on municipal 

credits. Since 1957, however, there has been a so-called Comptroller's 

regulation that sounds as if It really means business in this matter of 
credit files for national banks. Sven though a correspondent helps a small 
bank select Issues, it needs a minimum amount of information. After all, 

isn't it a fact that examiners become disturbed when they fail to find a 

credit file on a substantial loan--complete with balance sheets and 
Operating statements as well as notes and comments an the borrower? Am X 

unrealistic when X believe that eventually there should be credit files on 
municipal Issues?
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It seems to me that educational comments about the need for 

municipal credit files on page 2 of the examination report m i l d  be 
worthwhile* I should think that it would be a rather poor answer to the 

question* "Why don’t you have a filet" to say* "Well, my correspondent bank 

looks after me." The man who would tell you that— if he were to buy a 
hundred shares of U. S. Steel— probably would tell you that he had been 

reading the company's annual report and certain features looked good to 

him* Well* are there any suggestions?
Mr* Clarks May X suggest that we ask our friend Jinny Bradley 

how he feels. He is a practical banker.
Mr* Murphyi He has a large bank* though.

Mr. Bradley? Of course* I would have to agree with Mr. Hengren 

and all of the other people here that the credit files are as essential for 
securities as they are for loans. I think down in these «sail country 
banks* though* that the feeling still persists that, as Mr. Hengren says, 

the country banker looks to the correspondents to tell him. If he is 
dealing in fairly well-established issues* he has the benefit of a credit 

rating by some advisory service. In Horth Carolina* for example* 
where you have the Municipal Council, I don't know if a country banker with 

a lot of credit files could draw as good a conclusion from them as this 

advisory service that has already rated them.
Mr. Clark? From what you say* do you mean if he has a reasonable 

investment* too* in this type of security, he should have a credit file* or 
if his investment is in reasonable relationship to accepted standards?
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Mr* Bradley: la our own situation it doesn't bother us too much 

because we don't buy anything except obligations of these subdivisions that 
Springs Cotton Mills operate in and we pay about 60 percent of the taxes, 
so we are Just really analysing ourselves*

Mr* Hengren; Here, I believe, is a helpful point of reference*

If the portfolio is composed of rated issues, the need for files of credit 
information nay be debatable* the rating services have accumulated 

adequate data* For example, the subscription to Moody's Government Manual 
would furnish data— maybe not perfect— but fairly good for many credits*

In North Carolina the publications of the Council cover probably the bulk 
of the governmental subdivisions and in South Carolina there is a similar 

data source but with a narrower coverage* There are a few comparable 

services elsewhere. However, for Issues that are outside of the rating 
spectrum by any advisory services It seems to me that the examiner really 

should spend some time and energy in prevailing upon management to build up 
a credit file.

With respect to the local and little-known issues of municipal 
securities in a bank portfolio, the examiner should expect to find in the 

credit file at least a dealer's circular that assembles the basic facts; 
and in addition, some reasonable current audit reports (though maybe not 

one for every year). That amount of information would be a starting point 

fen* the file and further development could be encouraged with the use of 

eomsents on page 2 of the examination report as an educational device.

%  attention has been called to the fact that it has taken steady 

and persistent efforts since the end of the first World War to reach the
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present stage of perfection--such as it is--In credit files on the 

commercial loans in the banks» So it has taken over years of effort to 
achieve this progress# %  contrast the banks have only been concerned with 

substantial holdings of municipals for X5 or SO years though# to be sure, 
there were always Municipal securities in banks# But the data problem for 
municipal investment as we know it today is of comparatively modern origin. 
in building municipal credit files# we must start somewhere* The municipal 
Issues floated by small communities that are completely hhVw u m« in the 

Investment market furnish the examiner a good opportunity to prevail upon 
bankers to assemble files of credit data.

A few comments about the quality of municipal securities should 
be emphasized before we leave this part of the program» Investment quality 

is important in considering the amount of depreciation from book value in a 
portfolio» In these terms high grade issues differ substantially from 

marginal quality and the unrated securities. If a portfolio composed of 
the former issues has been selected properly with regard to maturity 

requirements, depreciation is not likely to be important— but that cannot 
be said for marginal# subinvestment quality# or unrated securities#

Issues of municipals that are large enough and well enough known 
In the investment market to come within the scope of the rating systems of 

Moody,s or Standard & Poor’s advisory services can be arranged in order of 
quality with a minimum of effort. With respect to the unrated issues the 

so-called 1938 agreement on uniform examination procedure# restated in 

19**9, offers some guidance by adopting definitions established by the 
services. There is a tendency# I believe# to forget the content of these
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definitions and for that reason I a® going to call your attention to a few 
of the key sentences, for exasqple, Moody*s definition of the Baa rating 
contains this sentence; "Such bonds lack outstanding Investment 

characteristics and in fact have speculative characteristics as veil.”

Thus* the word "speculative” appears in the definition and the examination 
report presents a choice: an issue may be listed either in the "Investment" 

or the "speculative” schedule« Sow this poses a very real question as 
regards the Baa issue* Are the investment characteristics "distinctly or 
predominantly speculative" f

If a substantial proportion of a bank’s portfolio is in the Baa 

category* i*e. the fourth or marginal rating band* that signals potential 
trouble. Maybe times will get better; maybe municipalities will not have 

all the misfortunes that could befall them* but It is hard to believe that 
we can pass through an era of change as dynamic as the present without some 

misfortunes. In any event* depreciation in portfolios heavily loaded with 
marginal quality Issues deserves comment in the examination report*

A few words about deterioration in the quality of municipal 
credit would also seem appropriate. Svery once in a while now some 

evidence of deterioration in the quality comes to public attention. I 

might point out the forms of this deterioration and then ask what you have 

noted* if anything* of this character. Hère and there municipalities are 

piling up operating deficits; not mountain-high* to be sure* but some 
deficits* nevertheless. Costs of operation are going up sharply; tax rates 

and revenues from municipal utilities cannot be adjusted quite as readily 
to accommodate Increases in operating costs. So the margins of protection
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for debt service are thinning out and from time~to~ti©e issues are floated 
very obviously to fund deficits. Incidentally, some of these funding 

efforts are quite amusing, A recent letter, for example, noted that the 

criticism of bank examiners would interfere with the flotation of bonds to 
fund a rather large deficit. To the author of the letter, it seemed clear 
that the deficit ought to be turned into a bond issue for placement in 
portfolios.

Finally, we have noted recently a assail number of past-due 
municipal obligations that have been retained in bank portfolios for 

substantial periods, These cases have been something more than a technical 

failure to pay on a due date--for example--a security due on the first of 
the month and maybe for mechanical reasons not retired within two or three 

weeks. Occasionally, when we dig into the facts, the story is Just one of 

carelessness, but a few instances have been caused by genuine financial 
troubles. Has anyone here stumbled into a past-due general obligation of 
any municipality in this District? You have, of course, a notable 

situation of financial difficulties in the case of a turnpike revenue 
issue. Row is a good time to look for evidence of operating deficits. In 

one form or another, deficits assy be covered subsequently by an offering of 
new securities.

At this point, I suppose, the session ought to stop, unless 
somebody wants to add something that I should say, but haven*t.
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